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Newsletter Issue May 2019 

 

Καλός μήνας and a very belated 

Happy Easter.  Which was a 

week ago now, as always, the 

island was full with many people 

who came to celebrate and 

witness the unique nature of 

Easter here.  Many hotels, bars 

and restaurants have started to 

open – it feels like the end of 

hibernation!  

 

"Everything holds its breath 

except spring. She bursts through as strong as ever." — B.M. Brower 

 

First let me apologise this 

newsletter has been written 

entirely by me – so I hope you 

like the pictures!    

 

“Wise men speak because 
they have something to 

say; fools because they 

have to say something.”  

― Plato 

 

So coming up some eclectic news from the islands  

 

Our April Island Hopping blog and a few facts about Delos I found intriguing while 

trying to write a guide!  

Figure 1 Foegandros Chora - April 2019 

Figure 2 The "lunar" landscape of Sarakiniko - Milos 2019 
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Our News 
 

Figures so far released indicate that tourism in Greece is up this year and the 

Cycladean islands are no exception.  We are seeing less availability than we were at 

this time last year.  We have however added some great new accommodation on all 

of the islands, including those that don’t feature (yet!) on the website, such as 

Amorgos and Kimolos, so if you don’t see an island listed in our destinations guide 

it does not mean we don’t cover it – it just means I have not got round to updating 

the destination guides after the very busy start to the year we have had.  It is not 

too late to book a holiday, however, as there are still some lovely hotels on all of the 

islands with availability even in August.  

 

Our spring 

island hop 

As some of you 

know while you 

were relaxing on 

your Easter 

break, we were 

having a madcap 

dash round the 

islands of the 

south – the kind 

of trip I would 

never advise 

anyone with an 

ounce of sense to 

undertake. So, 

we started 

with two 

nights on Milos which is still as colourful as ever, quiet as it was only partly open 

for the tourist season, we got to visit some of the beautiful beaches and act like 

tourists there for the first time in ten years. All the rain of winter had benefited the 

island no end and it was full of spring flowers.   

We left Milos on what we thought was just a bit of a windy day, we were disabused 

of that notion as soon as we left the port of Adamas, when SeaJet 2 started bobbing 

up and down like some kind of seaborne roller coaster, stoically trying to read my 

book Brian really did not help by saying we had just been submerged – I got him 

back when he went a bit green round the gills by mentioning that we had just gone 

past Sikinos (it is  really an island and you do pass it on the way to Folegandros!) 

Folegandros is very beautiful and very, very quiet in April the few tourists that 

were there had gone to walk on this very scenic island which is being touted as the 

next Santorini – all I will say to that is it has some way to come before it could ever 

Figure 3 My favourite beach in the Cyclades! Firiplaka Milos April 2019 
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remotely be that (thank goodness) it has one of the most authentic Chora’s in the 

whole of the Cyclades 

and many beaches 

which you can only 

access by foot or boat.  

After just the one night 

it was time to leave and 

catch (a very, very late) 

SeaJet2 again!  

Fortunately, the 

weather was much more 

clement but due to 

Santorini’s port issues 

(see below) we could not 

actually dock until 

another ferry had left – there is nothing like a ferry to remind you about the futility 

of making appointments in Greece.  Santorini was busy quite frankly when is it not 

– after a couple of appointments and a night in a very cold Kamari we were back at 

the port for our ferry to Ios – yet again on SeaJet 2 which for a change was on time.  

Ios is a beautiful island, a magnet for the young in the summer who descend on 

Mylopotas Beach and dance the night away at Far Out Club, but in April it is still 

wonderfully quiet  

We were not in Ios to see a hotel, we had come to look at a boat – many people 

would rather sail in these lovely islands, so now we can offer that experience as an 

alternative to hotels – contact me for more information. 

 

 
Figure 5 Fancy Sailing Round the islands! 

Figure 4 Mylopotas Beach Ios - April 2019 
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News from the Islands 

 

 

Santorini  
We have had a particularly wet winter in the Cyclades 

and whilst that has left the islands greener and with 

carpets of spring flowers, the rain has not done any 

favours to Santorini port – on our mini island hop last 

week, you could not miss the fact that there was far less 

port than there used to be – so urgent work has started 

now to repair the damage and hopefully will be finished 

soon.  

 

There is a long-term plan to spend around 8 million 

euros improving not just Athinios port but the main road 

routes to the port and discussions have been held about 

the possibility of constructing another port on the island 

and installing an extra cable car to give cruise 

passengers better access but when all this will start is 

another matter!  

 

Naxos 
Apologies in advance 

for this fish story! A group of Greek fishermen 

recently caught on of the largest ever tuna 

landed in the Aegean and sailed in to Naxos port 

with the fish on display hung from the mast of 

their boat, the fish weighed 288kg (636 pounds) 

and was 2.74 meters  (9.13ft) long, and locals 

apparently came out to watch it along with the 

boat coming into port!  

 

 

Tinos  
An act of devotion on the Holy island!  There were 

stories in the press here in January about a 

remarkable lady Mrs Katerinia who in 2003 went 

to Tinos to recover from serious illness and whilst 

she recovered was cared for by the nuns at the Women’s’ Monastery of Panagia.  

Figure 6 Spring Flowers 2019 

Figure 7 The Massive Tuna! 
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When she recovered she decided to stay on Tinos and vowed to repay the Church and 

locals for being at her side during her illness – so started to cook meals for people 

who were ill, or in financial need and was cooking up to 100 meals a week, the 

enterprise has since grown and become Tinos Community Kitchen, run by Mrs 

Katerina and local volunteers and funded entirely by charity.  Mrs Katerina is a very 

sweet old lady but she does appear to smoke like a chimney!  

 

 

“Be kind, for everyone you meet is fighting a harder battle.”  
― Plato 

 

 
Figure 8 Our lady of Tinos 
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The most sacred of all islands” (Callimachus, 3rd century BC) 

 

 
Figure 9 Delos 

 

 

Tiny Delos eclipsed the fame of all of the Cycladean islands in antiquity – here are my ten 

favourite facts about this UNESCO World Heritage site right on our doorstep! For more 

information about going to Delos please ask  

 

 Ένα   Delos in antiquity was believed to be the birthplace of Apollo and Artemis 

the twin offspring of Zeus -their mother Leto was banished from the earth by Hera but 

Poseidon provided Leto with Delos to give birth to the twin Gods. The Ancients believed 

that Delos was bathed in the divine light of Apollo 

 

Δύο   Delos was first inhabited in the 3RD Millennium BC and was finally 

abandoned around the 4thC AD, although it was often used by pirates over the centuries 

that followed.  

 

Τρεις  The total area of the island is 3.43 KM2, and yet it is estimated that it’s 

population in 90BC stood at around 25,000-30,000!  
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Τέσσερις  The Sacred Lake where Leto was believed to have given birth was drained 

in 1926 to prevent malarial mosquito-breeding  
 

Πέντε  The famous Terrace of Lions may have at one point had as many as 16 lions 

facing the Sacred Lake.  The lions were a gift to Apollo from the Naxian people and were 

sculpted from Naxian marble in the late 7thC BC.   What you see today are replica’s, some 

of the originals are in the museum on the island. One of the Lions is inserted into the main 

gate of the Arsenal of Venice.  

 

Έξι   Rhenia is four times of Delos and is at its closest point around 1km 

away, it is also mostly uninhabited although some off the staff from Delos have homes 

there and Mykonian farmers often use the island for grazing purposes especially in 

the height of summer when Mykonos is full of tourists.  One story is that Polycrates 

the Tyrant of Samos dedicated the island to Apollo and tied it to Delos using a big 

iron chain in 523BC (some of these “facts” are dubious in the extreme) 

 

Επτά  The Athenians initiated two "purifications" of the island. The first one 

in 540 BCE decreed that all burials within sight of the temple of Apollo be removed, 

while the second purification in 426/5 BC removed all burials, and forbade births and 

deaths on the island. As a result of this action Rhenia became akin to a huge 

necropolis and items found in the burial sites are now displayed in the Archaeological 

Museum on Mykonos.  

 

Οκτώ  Legend has it that Pherecydes (him of the caves from Syros – I have 

to shoehorn Syros in!) died on Delos (circa 520 BC) according to Siculus writing in 

the first century the cause of his death was that he was consumed by lice (yuk!) whilst 

he was dying he was visited or cared for on Delos by his most famous pupil 

Pythagoras.  

 

Εννέα As a result of the Romans declaring Delos as a free port around 167 

BC this little island became the maximum emporium totius orbis terrarium  (the 

greatest commercial centre of the whole world  S P Festus) all the commercial activity 

of the eastern Mediterranean was concentrated in Delos.  The island became home 

to merchants, bankers and ship owners of all nationalities. It also had a thriving 

slave trade    

 

Δέκα  Excavations on Delos were started in 1872 by French 

Archaeological School of Athens and are still ongoing.  The ancient ruins were 

pilfered prior to that for marble and stone which were used by the nearby islanders 

for their own construction needs. (one example being Agios Nicholas in Syros!)  
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Figure 10 Pollonia - Milos April 2019 

 

And finally!  

 

My book list is growing ever longer with some very academic books so for light relief 

Gods Behaving Badly – Marie Phillips   

Learn Greek in 25 years: A Crash Course for the Linguistically Challenged - - Brian 

Church (this is certainly a title for me!) 

 

Thank you for reading this, look forward to seeing you soon  

 

Rachel and Brian  

Syros - May 2019  
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Figure 11 Quick stop for lunch Folegandros Chora 2019 


